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Introduction: Therapy after flexor pollicis longus (FPL) repair typically mimics finger flexor management,
but this ignores anatomic and biomechanical features unique to the FPL.
Purpose of the study:Wemeasured FPL tendon tension in zone T2 to identify biomechanically appropriate
exercises for mobilizing the FPL.
Methods: Eight human cadaver hands were studied to identify motions that generated enough force to
achieve FPL movement without exceeding hypothetical suture strength.
Results: With the carpometacarpal and metacarpophalangeal joints blocked, appropriate forces were
produced for both passive interphalangeal (IP) motion with 30� wrist extension and simulated active IP
flexion from 0� to 35� with the wrist in the neutral position.
Discussion: This work provides a biomechanical basis for safely and effectively mobilizing the zone T2 FPL
tendon.
Conclusion: Our cadaver study suggests that it is safe and effective to perform early passive and active
exercise to an isolated IP joint.
Level of evidence: NA.

� 2015 Hanley & Belfus, an imprint of Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Extensive study of treatment following repair of finger flexor
tendons has continued to enhance rehabilitation and outcomes.1

Although knowledge gained from study of finger flexors is rele-
vant to treating the flexor pollicis longus (FPL), features unique to
the opposable thumb2e4 challenge straightforward extrapolation.
Since limited scientific research has been devoted specifically to the
FPL,5e7 the scientific basis for early-phase mobilization following
FPL repair may not be fully optimized.

As compared to the fingers, thumb motion involves highly
complex patterns of flexion/extension, abduction/adduction, and
circumduction. The FPL harnesses this mobility by providing sta-
bility, strength, and dexterity.8e10 As the sole flexor of the
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interphalangeal (IP) joint, it is essential to thumb opposition and e

being independent from the flexors of the fingers e enables the
hand to perform highly precise movements crucial to daily func-
tion.8,10 However, lack of interconnections to the fingers leads to
higher incidence of proximal tendon retraction following lacera-
tion, complicating repair and rehabilitation.5,7,11,12 Furthermore,
while early mobilization is known to enhance healing and tensile
strength,13 the most effective means for introducing early active
motion remains controversial14 and appears to be better estab-
lished for the finger flexors than for the FPL.

Study of the FPL by Sirotakova, Elliot, and Southgate 5,15,16 has
informed surgical techniques and orthosis design, but optimal
mobilization methods remain elusive. Using dividers and a 0.5-mm
calibrated ruler, Brown and McGrouther17 found a 70% increase in
tendon excursion in zone T2 with isolated passive IP flexion when
compared to simultaneous flexion of the IP and meta-
carpophalangeal (MCP) joints. Although this confirmed that
isolating the IP joint produces greater tendon glide, it is unclear
whether the forces generated by passive IP flexion can overcome
gliding resistance at the site of repair, or whether force generated
by active IP flexion might exceed repair strength.
rights reserved.
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Fig. 1. Kinematic wrist table with load-cell transducer in place on the thumb.
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It is well understood that wrist position is crucial to treating a
repaired tendon.18 Yet, forces associated with various wrist posi-
tions, specifically in combination with isolated thumb IP motion,
have not been investigated. Lastly, synergistic motion has been
recognized to offer low finger flexor force with high tendon
excursion,19e24 but the influence of synergistic wrist motion on the
thumb flexor has not been reported.

To better understand how joint position and mobilization
methods optimize the mechanics of FPL rehabilitation, we utilized
the concept of a ‘safe and effective zone’ (SEZ) where the forces
applied (actively or passively) are great enough to achieve tendon
movement while remaining below those that disrupt the suture
repair.22,25,26 The lower SEZ limit represents the viscoelastic drag of
the repaired tendon within its sheath,27e29 while the upper SEZ
limit represents the force a repair can withstand before gapping.30

Using a modified Kessler suture technique, the SEZ for the FPL was
reported to be between 1.3 N31,32 and 7 N.22,26 Additionally, it has
been suggested that a minimum of 2mmof tendon excursion at the
repair site is needed to minimize adhesions and thus maintain
adequate tendon glide for functional motion.33e35

In this cadaveric study, we measured the forces acting on the
FPL in zone T2 as induced by the tenodesis effect of wrist position
while passively moving the isolated IP joint and passively per-
forming a synergistic arc of wrist motion. Then, we experimentally
induced a simulated active IP motion while blocking the MCP,
carpometacarpal (CMC), and wrist in neutral. We hypothesized that
measuring the forces generated under these conditions would
identify safe and effective motion, and thereby provide a
biomechanically-based guide for post-surgical rehabilitation.

Materials and methods

Subjects

This study was approved by Mayo Clinic Institutional Review
Board (IRB) and Biospecimens Subcommittee (Study # 13-008747/
Bio00011478). Eight fresh-frozen human forearms (four right and
four left), consisting of all tissue distal to the mid-humerus, were
obtained from eight different cadavers with a mean age of 77 years
(range 55e94 years) through our institution’s anatomical bequest
program. Specimens were screened for arthritic changes as well as
hand and wrist injury. No thumb IP limitations related to arthritis
or otherwise, were noted. The sample size of 8 specimens was
selected based on a previous study22 which had 80% power to
detect a difference of 15 N in mean tendon forces with a signifi-
cance level of a ¼ 0.05.

Experimental setup

The elbow was fixed at 90� by inserting a K-wire (2.3 mm)
through the intramedullary canal of the humerus and the olec-
ranon of the ulna while simultaneously securing the mid-forearm
in neutral pronation/supination with K-wire through the radius
and ulna. The armwas oriented vertically on awrist joint kinematic
table with the mid-forearm K-wire secured to the table and the
distal humerus firmly locked onto the table. To maintain wrist
motion in the desired plane, K-wires (1.5 mm) were inserted into
the distal, middle, and proximal phalanges and metacarpals of the
long and ring fingers. The K-wires were then secured to an arched
Plexiglas guide (Fig. 1).

A 2.0-mm K-wire fixed the MCP joint at 0� flexion/extension/
abduction/adduction. An external fixator was attached at the CMC
joint allowing for reliable adjustment of CMC radial abduction/
adduction angles. To mark the IP axis of rotation, a pin was driven
into the head of the proximal phalanx at a right angle to the plane
of flexion and used to locate the goniometer for measuring IP angle
during excursion data collection. A mid-volar incision between the
A1 and A2 pulleys allowed for access to the FPL tendon without
disrupting the pulley system.With thewrist in a neutral position, IP
and MCP joints at 0�, and CMC at 30� radial abduction, a marker
suture (6-0 polypropylene) was inserted into the tendon in line
with a reference suture placed in tissue firmly attached to the bone.
To further assist with visual alignment, an additional reference
suture was place in the skin. As seen in Fig. 2, all three sutures were
located just proximal to the IP joint. Tendon excursion between the
marker and reference sutures was measured with a digital caliper
calibrated to 0.5 mm.

Approximately 1.5 cm of the distal phalanx was removed so that
a custom-fabricated platform could be press-fit into the intra-
medullary canal of the remaining distal phalanx. After securing a
small button load cell transducer (10804 50 lb. capacity, Entran,
Hampton, VA) to the platform, the FPL tendonwas cut near its bony
insertion and connected to the transducer with 2-0 braided poly-
lactic acid suture (Vicryl; Ethicon, Somerville, NJ). To achieve
resting tendon tension, carewasmade tomaintain alignment of the
marker and reference sutures.

Thumb IP and wrist joint positions were measured with a three-
dimensional motion analysis system (Motion Analysis Corporation,
Santa Rosa, CA). For IP motion, two spherical (3-mm diameter)
retro-reflective markers were secured to the transducer platform in
a parallel orientation to the long axis of the distal phalanx. Two
additional reference markers were secured vertically along the
proximal phalanx. For wrist motion, three (5-mm diameter)
markers in a triangular configuration were secured into the 4th
metacarpal and a similar configuration into the distal radius (Fig. 3).
Wrist angles and thumb IP flexion angles were captured using three
motion capture cameras placed perpendicular to the long axis of
the third metacarpal and oriented to maintain focus on the retro-
reflective markers during testing.



Fig. 2. Digital caliper measured tendon excursion between reference and marker su-
tures. CMC and MCP joints fixed in neutral to establish isolated IP flexion.

Fig. 3. Setup included reflective markers for tracking motion, an external fixator for
CMC angle adjustment, and a press-fit load cell attached to the FPL tendonwith suture.
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Isolated IP passive motion in combination with wrist positioning

This segment of the experiment was designed to identify which
wrist positions, when combined with isolated IP passive motion,
would produce optimal force (1.3 Ne7 N) across the FPL tendon in
zone T2. The wrist positions included: 30� flexion (position 1),
0� neutral (position 2), 30� extension (position 3), 60� extension
(position 4), 20� radial deviation (position 5), and 40� ulnar devi-
ation (position 6). At each wrist position, the IP joint was passively
moved from 0� to full flexion and back to 0� while force and IP
motion were simultaneously captured at a sample rate of 50 Hz.
Two warm-up cycles of IP flexion/extension were performed with
measurements taken on the third cycle. The operator maintained a
near constant rate of joint motion, with each cycle requiring
approximately 6e7 s. Experiments were conducted for each of the 6
wrist positions with CMC fixed at either 30� or 40� abduction (a
total of 12 configurations). All CMC positions were in the plane of
the palm (radial abduction) and measured with the goniometer
placed along the 1st and 2nd metacarpals. The MCP joint was fixed
at 0� throughout testing. Three trials were recorded for each
configuration.

Synergistic wrist motion

While the tenodesis effect on finger flexors has been docu-
mented, this experiment focused on how wrist tenodesis flexion/
extension and ulnar/radial deviation impacted tension across the
FPL in zone T2. With the wrist at 0� and the CMC at 30� abduction,
two warm-up cycles of IP flexion and extension were performed
and the IP was then allowed to freely relax at 0�. The wrist was
moved along the frame guide from 0� to 60� flexion to 60� exten-
sion and back to 0� while continuously recording force and
reflective marker position of the wrist at a sample rate of 50 Hz. A
near constant rate of wrist motionwas maintained with a complete
cycle requiring approximately 15 s. This experiment was repeated
for a wrist motion arc from 0� to 20� radial deviation to 40� ulnar
deviation and back to 0�. The same cycles were repeated for the
CMC fixed at 40� abduction. Again, the MCP joint was fixed at
0� throughout testing and three trials were performed for each
cycle of motion.
Induced isolated IP active flexion in wrist/CMC/MCP neutral

To achieve isolated IP flexion, the wrist was fixed at 0�, CMC at
30� abduction and MCP at 0�. An additional 10-lb capacity load cell
(MDB-10, Transducer Techniques, Temecula, CA) was attached to
the FPL tendon just distal to the musculotendinous junction in the
distal forearm. While manually pulling the forearm load cell in a
proximal direction, the induced IP flexion angles were captured by
the motion analysis system and simultaneous force measurements
were captured at the forearm and thumb. Maintaining a near
constant rate of pull, each trial required approximately 4e5 s. For
each of the three trials, the IP joint was manually returned to full
extension before initiating the next trial. Using load cell measure-
ments at the thumb, we identified the IP angles at which the lower
(1.3 N) and upper (7 N) thresholds were crossed.

FPL tendon excursion

Prior to attaching the load cell at the distal phalanx, tendon
excursionwas measured using a digital caliper for IP flexion 0�e30�



Fig. 4. Example of real-time zone T2 FPL forces recorded for passive motion from IP
flexion (43�) to full extension (0�) with the wrist at 30� extension, CMC at 30�

abduction and MCP blocked at 0� .
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and 0�e60� for each wrist position (30� flexion, neutral, 30�

extension, 20� radial deviation, 40� ulnar deviation). Measure-
ments were made while in CMC 30� abduction and repeated at 40�

abduction. To facilitate tendon excursion specifically within zone
T2, the MCP joint was fixed at 0� throughout the experiment.

Statistical analysis

For IP passive motion, peak force across the FPL tendon in
zone T2 was analyzed by two-factor ANOVA for each combina-
tion of wrist and CMC positions. Since CMC position was found to
be significant in this full model (p ¼ 0.0164), one-way ANOVA
were performed across wrist positions for CMC 30� abduction
and CMC 40� abduction. Lastly, post-hoc tests with Bonferroni
adjustment were performed for all pairwise comparisons. For
synergistic arcs of motion, one-way ANOVA was used to compare
peak zone T2 forces for both the flexion/extension arc and radial/
ulnar deviation arc at CMC positions 30� and 40�. In the case of
induced IP active motion, one-way ANOVA was performed for the
IP angle at which the measured force crossed the lower threshold
of the SEZ (1.3 N). (Specimen 3 was excluded from IP active
motion analysis because measured forces fell below the 1.3 N
threshold). As in the passive motion analysis, post-hoc tests with
Bonferroni adjustment were also performed for induced active
motion. Analysis of excursion data included IP flexion from 0� to
30� while in wrist positions 1 (neutral) and 2 (30� extension).
Specimen-specific mean values from three replicate FPL excur-
sion (mm) measurements were used for analysis. A multivariable
linear model of the specimen-specific mean excursion was then
developed using CMC angle (fixed at 30� or 40�), wrist positions
(fixed at neutral and 30� extension), and IP angle (treated as a
continuous variable from 0� to 60�). Statistical significance was
set at a ¼ 0.05.

Results

IP passive motion

A typical example of recorded forces generated across the
tendon during passive IP flexion/extension is shown in Fig. 4. Re-
sults of ANOVA showed significant differences in mean peak forces
across the 6 wrist positions (p < 0.0001) as shown in Fig. 5A (CMC
30� abduction) and Fig. 5B (CMC 40� abduction). These differences
were driven entirely by wrist position 60� extension (p � 0.05). As
one might expect, passive IP motion while at this extreme wrist
angle generated forces in excess of the strength of a typical tendon
repair. As shown in Fig. 5A (CMC 30� abduction), all observed peak
forces for wrist position 30� extension fell within the SEZ limits.
Furthermore, the mean peak force of 2.87 N [95% confidence in-
terval: 1.68,4.06] fell well within the SEZ, suggesting that passive
isolated IP motionwhile in 30� wrist extension is a biomechanically
favorable mobilization method. Forces for passive IP motion while
in wrist flexion, neutral, radial deviation, and ulnar deviation
bordered 1.3 N and thus may risk generating insufficient force to
overcome passive resistance to tendon glide post repair. As shown
in Fig. 5B, passive IP motion while in CMC 40� abduction produced
safe and effective forces for wrist 30� extension, 20� radial devia-
tion, and 40� ulnar deviation.

Synergistic wrist motion with IP joint unrestrained

Although the synergistic motion results (Fig. 6) show that
neither flexion/extension nor ulnar/radial deviation arcs of motion
consistently generate sufficient peak force to overcome the lower
limit of the SEZ (1.3 N, dashed line), it was interesting to observe
that CMC position made essentially no difference during ulnar/
radial deviation (p ¼ 0.8567). However, CMC position did have a
significant effect on the forces generated during flexion/extension
motion, with a mean force of 0.302 N (SE ¼ 0.035) at 30� abduction
and a mean force of 1.12 N (SE ¼ 0.122) at 40� abduction
(p ¼ 0.0161). As expected, force generated during the wrist exten-
sion phase consistently exceeded that measured during the flexion
phase, and although tension levels were very low throughout the
ulnar/radial deviation arc, radial deviation force tended to exceed
that of ulnar deviation.

IP active motion

An example of recorded tendon force during induced active IP
flexion is shown in Fig. 7. Fig. 8 illustrates the variation in IP angle at
which the lower threshold of 1.3 N was crossed. ANOVA showed
that the IP angle differed across the 7 useable specimens
(p ¼ 0.0062), but as shown in the figure, this was driven entirely by
specimen 5 (p < 0.05). Over all specimens, 1.3 N was crossed at a
mean IP angle of 33� [95% confidence interval: 2.7,3.8]. The
between-specimen variance represented 57% of the total variance
while the within-specimen variance (3 trials) was 43%. Across all
specimens, only one reached the 7 N upper threshold limit (crossed
at an estimated mean IP angle of 48�).

Tendon excursion

Because the above results from active and passive IP motion
identified the wrist positions of neutral and 30� extension as
biomechanically optimal, analysis of tendon excursion was focused
on these two positions. Also, since CMC position (30� or 40�

abduction) did not significantly influence tendon excursion
(p ¼ 0.2345), data were combined, resulting in 6 trials per spec-
imen. Across all specimens, the estimatedmean FPL excursion for IP
flexion 0�e30� while in wrist neutral was 3.3 mm [95% confidence
interval: 3.0,3.6] while that for wrist 30� extension was 3.8 mm
[95% confidence interval: 3.4,4.1]. Fig. 9 shows that the relationship
between mean excursion and IP angle was highly linear, with an
estimated slope of 0.106 mm/degree. This indicates that every 10�

of IP flexionwill result in 1.06mmof tendon excursion. Active range
of motion results showed the lower threshold of 1.3 N was crossed
at a mean IP angle of 33� in wrist neutral. From the relationship
shown in Fig. 9, this would correspond to an FPL excursion of
3.6 mm.



Fig. 5. Box-and-whisker plots showing estimated mean (plus sign), median (line), interquartile range (box) and range of peak forces across 8 specimens when performing IP passive
motion for all wrist positions (1 ¼ flexion 30� , 2 ¼ neutral, 3 ¼ extension 30� , 4 ¼ extension 60� , 5 ¼ radial deviation 20� and 6 ¼ ulnar deviation 40�). A) CMC at 30� abduction; B)
CMC at 40� abduction. The safe and effective zone (SEZ) of forces between 1.3 N and 7 N is highlighted.
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Discussion

The goal of our experiments was to identify the SEZ for early
post-surgical mobilization of the FPL tendon. We measured forces
for passive, synergistic, and simulated active motions in various
wrist and thumb positions, and compared them to the previously
documented SEZ boundaries of 1.3 Ne7 N. We also measured FPL
tendon excursion distance while performing passive IP motion.

As shown in Fig. 5, passive flexion of the IP joint while in the
different wrist/CMC positions produced a wide range of forces.
Referring to the highlighted range of SEZ forces, biomechanically
optimal tension was observed for wrist position 3 (30� extension)
with the CMC at 30� abduction, and wrist position 6 (40� ulnar
deviation) with the CMC at 40� abduction. However, because it is
difficult to maintain a posture of 40� wrist ulnar deviation with
CMC 40� abduction while passively moving the IP joint, this exer-
cise could be challenging for the patient to perform. Furthermore,
as expected, the highest force was measured in full IP extension
(angle ¼ 0�) and quickly decreased with joint flexion (Fig. 4). This
reinforces the need to achieve full IP extension when performing
passive-motion exercise. It is important to note, however, that IP
hyper-extension was not measured and is not advised. Based on
these results, in order to assure adequate force and tendon excur-
sion, we recommend passively moving the thumb IP joint from
0� extension to the available flexion angle and back to full extension
while maintaining a posture of wrist 30� extension, CMC 30� radial
abduction and with the MCP blocked at 0�. To enhance successful
exercise performance, a thumb-based exercise orthosis could be
worn to block the MCP joint in neutral.
Fig. 6. Box-and-whisker plots showing estimated mean (diamond), median (line), interquar
line represents the lower threshold of SEZ (1.3 N). A) Flexion/extension arc of motion; B) U
Synergistic wrist motion (wrist flexion with digit extension and
wrist extension with digit flexion) is often advocated following
finger-flexor repair.19,20,36 While no synergistic protocol has pre-
viously been reported following FPL repair, we found that syner-
gistic forces were typically too low to overcome minimum glide
resistance. Furthermore, none of the trials approached the unsafe
threshold of 7 N, suggesting that gentle active short-arc wrist
motionwill not put the repair at risk as long as the CMC,MCP and IP
joints are in an unrestrained and relaxed state.

Fig. 8 shows the range of IP angles at which induced active
motion produced a force of 1.3 N. Over all specimens, the estimated
mean IP flexion angle that produced this force was 33� (95% con-
fidence interval: 2.7,3.8). We therefore recommend that the patient
be instructed to slowly perform gentle active flexion of the IP joint
to approximately 35�e40� while blocking the three proximal joints
in anatomic neutral (wrist 0�, CMC 30� abduction, and MCP 0�).
During the first 3e5 days to 4 weeks post-surgery, before tendon
healing has increased the breaking strength of the repair, this ex-
ercise should effectively move the tendon without risk of suture
failure or gap formation.

Finally, having determined that the set of conditions given by
wrist neutral, CMC 30� abduction and MCP 0� was biomechanically
optimal for active IP motion, we were interested in determining
whether the tendon moved the 2 mm distance which has been
typically used as a guide to minimize adhesion formation. The
linear mean trend shown in Fig. 9 indicates that FPL tendon
excursion should increase 1.1 mm for every 10� of isolated IP
flexion. This finding is similar to Brown and McGrouther’s obser-
vation that FPL excursion was 1.3 mm for every 10� of IP motion.17
tile range (box) and range of peak forces (N) for synergistic arc of wrist motion. Dashed
lnar/radial deviation arc of motion.



Fig. 9. Regression of specimen-specific mean values on the IP angle for 8 specimens
with wrist neutral (blue) and wrist 30� extension (red). (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

Fig. 7. Example of recorded tendon forces as the IP flexed in response to gentle
graduated force applied at the musculotendinous junction. For this trial, the 1.3 N
threshold in zone T2 was crossed at a measured IP flexion angle of 36� (red dot). (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)
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Using the lower 95% prediction limits shown in Fig. 9 as a guide, we
conclude that essentially all patients would achieve 2 mm of
excursion when the IP angle is flexed to 40� while in wrist neutral.
Our direct measurements of passive IP flexion from 0� to 30� with
the wrist in either neutral or 30� extension produced mean ex-
cursions of 3.3 mm and 3.8 mm, respectively.

The findings of this study differ somewhat from current clinical
practice. Through controlled mechanical stress, our early-phase
treatment emphasizes generating glide at the site of a four-strand
repair in zone T2. To accomplish glide, our results suggest that
thewrist be held in 30� extension during passive IPmotion and that
the IP joint be isolated during both passive and active exercise.
Groth37 reports that current practice generally follows a more
conservative approach, where the wrist is held in flexion (although
some authors have advocated a more neutral wrist16,38,39), and
active thumb flexion is delayed until three weeks post-surgery.
Although others have begun active thumb flexion during the first
week, these authors did not recommend isolated IP joint exercises.5

Even though a 7N-suture-gap-strength (the upper bound of our
SEZ) is relatively low compared to other studies of surgical tech-
niques,40e42 lower-stress protocols may be more suitable for pa-
tients with impaired healing due to comorbidities or when tendons
are repaired under tension.

The primary limitation of this study is the use of a cadaver
model and the associated loss of physiologic effects such as muscle
contraction and antagonist muscle tone. Likewise, our cadaver
Fig. 8. Box plot of estimated mean (diamond), median (line), and interquartile range of
IP angles (box) at which each specimen crossed the lower SEZ threshold of 1.3 N during
induced active IP motion.
model did not replicate clinical forces produced across a repaired
tendon. However, we accounted for gliding resistance of a repaired
FPL tendon by setting a value for the lower limit of the SEZ as
described by Kutsumi et al31 and Buonocore et al.32 Lastly, although
care was taken to maintain tendon tensionwhen attaching the load
transducer to the thumb, the anatomy was unavoidably altered.
Conclusions

Although early phase rehabilitation following zone T2 FPL repair
has been recognized as “.more difficult than that at the same level
in the fingers .”,43 studies specifically focused on measuring FPL
mobilization forces have not previously been reported. Since Brown
andMcGrouther17 showed that isolated IPmotionwas important to
FPL glide, we were interested in whether isolated movement was
safe and effective. We have extended their work here, by experi-
mentally demonstrating that isolated IP motion can be performed
safely and that the tenodesis effect of wrist extension is critical to
effective passive IP motion. Likewise, we have shown that simu-
lated active IP motion also produced forces within the SEZ.
Whereas active motion has been advocated following surgical
repair of finger and thumb flexors,44e47 forces and mobilization
parameters had not been verified previously for the thumb. Results
from this biomechanical study suggest that actively flexing an
isolated IP joint 35�e40� while maintaining a neutral position of
wrist 0�, CMC 30� abduction, and MCP 0�, will safely and effectively
move the FPL tendon at least 2 mm in zone T2. A treatment plan
that incorporates our findings is outlined in the Appendix. In
addition, we recommend clinical outcome studies to validate our
recommended passive and active methods for early-phase FPL
mobilization.
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Appendix

Early-phase treatment plan following four-strand repair of zone
T2 flexor pollicis longus.

3e5 days to 4 weeks post-surgery.

� Remove bulky dressings that may impede motion or interfere
with orthosis fit. Apply finger sock to thumb and thin elastic
bandage to hand and forearm.

� Fabricate a forearm-based dorsal blocking orthotic device:
B Wrist neutral (0� flexion/extension/ulnar deviation/radial

deviation)
B Thumb CMC neutral (0� flexion/extension, 30� radial

abduction)
B Thumb MCP neutral (0� flexion/extension)
B Thumb IP neutral (0� flexion/extension)

Note: Suggest including index finger to prevent inadvertent
thumb/index pinching and also to address possibility of an anom-
alous slip between FPL and index flexor digitorum profundus.

� Gentle warm-up exercises
B In wrist neutral, rest ulnar side of forearm and hand on table.

Perform slow and gentle passive motion first at the IP and then

at the MCP. To isolate the IP, a thumb-based exercise orthosis
may be worn to block the CMC and MCP. Perform 10 repeti-
tions for each joint followed by 10 repetitions of passively
moving IP, MCP, CMC simultaneously.

� Passive tendon mobilization exercise
B With ulnar side of forearm and hand on table, gently extend

the wrist 30�. Placing hand and forearm on a piece of paper
with a straight line drawn for the forearm and a second
line at a 30� angle for the hand, may guide safe wrist
positioning.

B While in wrist 30� extension and CMC/MCP neutral, perform
passive IP motion. To facilitate isolating the IP, a thumb-based
exercise orthosis may be worn to block the CMC and MCP. It is
important to return to full IP extension, but at no time should
the IP joint be taken into hyper-extension. Perform 10
repetitions.

� Active mobilization exercise
B While in wrist neutral, block the CMC and MCP with an exer-

cise orthosis or the other hand and have patient slowly
perform gentle active IP flexion 35e40�. Perform 10
repetitions.

Perform program once every 1e2 h for a total of 5e8 times per
day. Orthosis is to be worn except while exercising.
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Record your answers on the Return Answer Form found on the
tear-out coupon at the back of this issue or to complete online
and use a credit card, go to JHTReadforCredit.com. There is
only one best answer for each question.

#1. The evidence presented may best be described as

a. absolute
b. equivocal
c. redundant
d. theoretical
#2. The information would best be applied

a. in a research laboratory setting
b. following a Zone II FDP rupture
c. in clinical management following repair of a FPL laceration
d. in a pediatric population
#3. Tensile forces were measured in a

a. series of human cadaveric specimens
b. single canine cadaver
c. series of human patients at the Mayo Clinic
d. series of patients from multiple clinics throughout the US

and Canada

#4. Motion was directed at the
a. isolated MP joint
b. isolated IP joint
c. MP and IP joints
d. radiocarpal joint
#5. Wrist and thumbmotions were identified for safe and effective
early mobilization

a. false
b. true
When submitting to the HTCC for re-certification, please batch your
JHT RFC certificates in groups of 3 or more to get full credit.
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